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Question: 
My wife is a pilot and when we fly our Birddog she never trims the elevator while in the 
traffic pattern, while I'm from the old school of thought, that pilots should never work 
when flying. Who's right in this argument? Me the macho warbird pilot or my frilly 
sensitive wife? 
MR. BIRDDOG's REPLY:  
I bet your wife is a better cook than you are too. Your wife is probably a more sensitive 
pilot in her control touch, and she discovered early that when you are in the traffic 
pattern and flying at normal airspeeds and landing with flaps more than 10 degrees that 
you do not need to keep retrimming the elevator. 
Try this after you finish washing the dishes. Fly your downwind at 97-100 MPH, when 
you have completed the before landing checklist (repeat after me...FUEL (fullest tank), 
MIXTURE (rich), AIR (carb heat on), MAGS (both on), PUMP (aux pump on), PRIMER 
(locked), HARNESS (shoulder harness locked)... retard the throttle and when the 
airspeed reaches 80 mph and select your first notch of flaps (manual flap system) or 
something greater than 10 degrees of flap with the electric flap system. Relax your death 
grip on the stick and you will notice that the airspeed indicator will stabilize around 75-80 
MPH. On base leg select some additional flap; be aware that the nose of the aircraft will 
pitch up slightly when you add the flaps. When the aircraft settles down again you will 
notice that the airspeed hasn't changed much, the pitch of the aircraft is now lower and 
you are still in the acceptable airspeed range for approach. On final, do the same thing; 
add flaps, wait until it stabilizes and watch the pitch change to slightly more nose down, 
and the airspeed stays in the proper range. Make sure you flare for landing and don't 
ground loop while you are watching all of this magic happen. You have completed an 
entire traffic pattern without trimming the elevator, and you did not have to fight unusual 
stick forces for more than a few seconds at a time. For all of you -15 converted engine 
pilots....this same procedure will work for you also, except you have to come off the 
power and cannot expect this technique to work at 140 MPH. Slow the aircraft down to 
97-100 and trim for that speed on downwind, and then the same technique will work for 
you too. 
	


